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• Long-term financial viability
• Comprehensive and 

coordinated system
• Safety
• Security
• Cleanliness
• Efficiency
• Supports and fosters 

efficient land use

• The recovery ratio
• Sales tax formula and distributions
• Governance structures
• Regional fare systems
• Any other changes to State statute, 

Authority, or Service Board…
• Enabling legislation
• Policy
• Rules
• Funding

Legislative mandate: P.A. 102-1028

• Racial equity
• Climate change
• Economic 

development
• RTA’s strategic 

planning efforts

Focus areas Considerations Mechanisms

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
This brings us to the legislation that has compelled us to develop a plan to avoid this vicious cycle. In spring 2022, the Governor signed into law a bill that called upon CMAP to provide a report of legislative recommendations regarding changes to the transit system.The law requires us to think about both the financial stability of the system and how it can continue to help the region achieve our goals, across many dimensions.  You’ll see on this slide the focus areas the law specifically calls out – like financial viability, coordination, and safety.   We have to keep topics like racial equity, climate change, and economic development top of mind, too – which reflects the critical role that transit plays in achieving all of these goals here in our region.   



Transit is about people.



Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Consider what drastic service cuts would do to people who use transit in the City AND across our region – and the ripple effects.



“The Thompson Center will provide employees with unparalleled public 
transit access as the only building in the city where six L train lines 

converge, easily connecting Chicago’s South, West and North sides.”
- Google

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
One of the primary factors for Google choosing Chicago’s iconic Thompson Center is because of its access to public transit. What if that access is no longer there? Certainly, we’re not saying these exact cuts would be realized, but they show the realness of these potential impacts. 





Transit and Climate
GHG emissions

2010

2019-1% per year

Needs to be -5% per year



• City of Chicago
• Adopted by City Council in July 2022
• Updates the City’s Zoning Ordinance
• Dramatically expands the number of TOD-eligible parcels in Chicago
• Provides new incentives for developing often underutilized parcels
• Encourages a broader diversity of TOD throughout the City, with a focus on equitable 

development

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Just some basics: City Council adopted this update to the City’s Zoning Ordinance in order to incentivize high-density development and affordable housing near passenger train stations and along primary bus routes.The CCO doubles the radius for eligible transit-served locations (from a quarter mile to a half-mile from any CTA or Metra rail station entrance and exit) and adds eligible bus corridors (within a quarter mile of roadway centerline)Significantly expanded the available locations for bulk and density increases and parking reductions, particularly for projects with on-site affordable housing. TOD incentives were available to 31 million square feet of parcels across the city. Under the CCO, that number is 402 million square feet, an increase of nearly 1,200%.COO expands the availability of these benefits city-wide and demonstrates significant efforts by the City to revise existing zoning to increase its transit-supportiveness.Hand off to Roberto Requejo to speak about the experience of developing and passing the Connected Communities Ordinance.



Topic Key recommendations under consideration
Better buses • Plan for and fund bus priority infrastructure

• Invest in new staff capacity at DOTs
• Implement automated enforcement

Universal system 
accessibility

• Continue work toward full ADA accessibility at and around transit stations/stops
• Increase coordination of dial-a-ride and demand-responsive services
• Ensure ADA paratransit can provide effective and financially sustainable service
• Leverage technology to improve the system's ease of use

Operational efficiencies • Adjust service in response to new travel patterns
• Support bus electrification efforts

Safety, security, and 
cleanliness

• Increase visible staff presence (e.g., transit ambassadors)
• Strengthen two-way rider communication
• Invest in physical infrastructure that improves rider experiences

Rebuild public confidence and ensure travelers can seamlessly and 
affordably access regional opportunitiesObjective

The system we want 
DRAFT – FOR DELIBERATION

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
I would like to spend the rest of my time with you discussing the scope of the report and hear your reactions to the ideas that are being discussed.We have been working on this report in three components. The first is envisioning the system we want.This involves rebuilding public confidence in the public transit system and ensuring riders have seamless experience traveling across the region on transit.Included in these recommendations is improving bus service. This is planning for and funding bus priority infrastructure and increasing capacity at DOTs to support these efforts. Accessibility improvements are another big component of a system that better serves the region. In addition to continuing to work toward full system ADA accessibility in transit stations and for connections like sidewalks, we also are discussing coordination of dial-a-ride and demand responsive services. Ride DuPage is an example of the kinds of services we think would be valuable to expand.Another topic area we are exploring is operational efficiencies. Specifically, how are we better able to set up a system that is responsive to new travel patterns? For example, how could we provide more frequent service throughout the day, vs. focusing so much on the morning and evening rush hour?Finally, we know that safety, security, and cleanliness are top of mind right now, particularly with the CTA. We are discussing employing programs like transit ambassadors to increase staff presence and connect individuals in need with different social service providers. There is also opportunity to strengthen two-way rider communication and invest in physical infrastructure that enhances the rider experience.



Topic Key recommendations under consideration
Fare integration and 
affordability

• Stand up an effective structure, funding source, timeline, and goals for full fare 
integration (e.g., unified payment methods, consistent fares, seamless transfers)

• Integrate with complementary modes (e.g., Divvy, South Shore Line)
• Ensure that fare revenues continue to support transit operations
• Maintain fare affordability (e.g., fare subsidies, fare capping)

Regional rail • Identify policy principles that can support evolution toward "regional rail" (e.g., 
frequency, impact on rail transit service gaps, freight interactions)

• Identify and fund targeted investments (e.g., infrastructure, rolling stock)

Transit-supportive land 
use and development

• Leverage public assets and investments (e.g., incentives, transit-oriented 
development (TOD))

• Support private sector shifts that make it easier for transit to succeed
• Develop policies and incentives to support wider use of TOD

Rebuild public confidence and ensure travelers can seamlessly and 
affordably access regional opportunitiesObjective

The system we want 
DRAFT – FOR DELIBERATION

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The next set of recommendations under this category include changes to our fare system. We have heard from a number of stakeholders about the importance of fare integration and setting up a unified payment system across CTA, Metra, and Pace. For example, if someone from DuPage County rides the Metra in to Chicago, they would then be able to seamlessly transfer to the CTA without paying a full fare.This would also include bring more consistency to fares across the system and allowing for more seamless transfers. Fare affordability is another element being discussed, along policies to keep fares appropriately aligned with inflation as fare revenue is a critical revenue source in the region.We’re also talking about a concept called regional rail. Metra has included this goal in their strategic plan – a goal of evolving from its current focus on Loop-oriented rush-hour trips into a model that provides more frequent, all-day service – serving more trips at more times and in more places throughout the region. We are thinking through the different policy considerations of what it would take for this region to make this work – elements like service, freight conflicts, and infrastructure needs. Finally, as we look ahead to the long-term financial sustainability of our transit network, we’re also considering how land use plays a role. Although land use is a matter of local control in the region, where might there also be opportunities to add more housing and jobs across our key transit nodes and corridors? Some ideas we are exploring include  how to better leverage existing incentives to promote transit-oriented development and create new opportunities for private sector investment. The state is already making progress on some of these topics – the legislature recently passed a bill that would require larger employers to provide pre-tax transit benefits – but we are going to look at a range of options to see how we can make it easier for our region’s transit operators to succeed.



A few highlights



Better buses
• Service frequency standards
• Transit support from road 

system revenues

Related strategies that 
cut across PART topics

Plan for and fund bus priority infrastructure
• Create regional bus priority plan with timeline for implementation
• Design updates to support priority corridors
• Dedicated funds to support implementation

Invest in new staff capacity at DOTs
• Fund staff/teams at IDOT, CDOT, and county DOTs to advance bus priority
• Invest in technical assistance for bus priority in other local governments

Implement automated enforcement
• Authorize automated enforcement for bus lanes and bus stops
• Authorize multi-jurisdiction enforcement (e.g., counties, Pace)
• Dedicate any incremental revenue to bus priority investments
• Incorporate equity framework to mitigate disproportionate burdens

DRAFT – FOR DELIBERATION

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
DANIELPlan and fundPlanningFundingDesign manualsOngoing coordinationNew staff capacityIn DOTs and roadway agenciesAutomated enforcementAuthorizing itUsing the revenue to address bus challengesAnd, we will be quantifying what kinds of savings these investments (and other system improvements) could enable on the operating side. With more reliable, faster bus service – you can run more service with the same operators.



• Governance of fare policy
• Level of public funding support

Related strategies that 
cut across PART topics

Stand up an effective structure for full fare integration
• Identify an owner for a unified regional fare system
• Establish timeline to achieve full integration with interim milestones

Define the goals for an integrated system, including:
• Unified payment method (e.g., tap-on readers)
• Consistency across fare structures
• Free or discounted transfers

Ensure adequate and sustainable funding
• Invest in infrastructure required for integration (e.g., tap-on readers)
• Provide operating funding to cover any reduced revenues

Integrate with complementary modes
• Fund discounted transfers and integration (e.g., Divvy)
• Expand data sharing requirements for private mobility providers

Seamless and integrated fares
DRAFT – FOR DELIBERATION

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
DANIELWith all of that in mind, we’ve identified a series of recommendations.Standing up a structure – we need an owner for a unified regional fare system, with defined timelines to achieve full integrationWe also need to better clarify the goals of that system. Some that we are thinking about now include:A unified payment methodMore consistent fare structures, so that users pay the same fare for the same tripFree or discounted transfers when moving between modesWe know that these changes aren’t free. So we are also working now to better understand the capital and operating cost implications – so that we can pay for necessary investments and ensure that the system continues to have the resources it needs to operateAnd, we want to go beyond just the three service boards. We 



• Governance of fare policy
• Public funding levels required
• Reforms to farebox recovery 

ratio requirement

Related strategies that 
cut across PART topics

Ensure that fare revenues continue to support transit 
operations
• Plan for continued fare increases to keep pace with rising costs
• Consider automatic inflation adjustments
• Fully fund existing subsidy programs and any potential new subsidies

Maintain fare affordability
• Implement subsidized fares for travelers from households with low 

incomes
• Shift to a “fare capping” structure to make weekly/monthly passes more 

affordable to travelers with limited incomes
• Unify existing transit youth subsidy programs into one regional program

Fare levels and affordability
DRAFT – FOR DELIBERATION

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
DANIELThat leaves us with a pair of topics to consider – how can we ensure that our fare revenues continue to support operations, while maintaining affordability>?We are interested in committing to the principle that fare revenue will remain a part of overall transit funding, and so we have identified some options to plan for ongoing fare increases to keep pace with rising costs – potentially by setting a regular cadence for adjusting fares.We also want to highlight that many of the existing reduced fare programs – let alone any new ones – are not fully funded. And if we want to ensure that fares help pay for transit, we need to cover the costs of any discounts that we add on top of those.We also know that transit remains for more affordable than driving a personal car. But we do know that for some travelers, affordability remains a concern. And so we are supporting the idea laid out in the RTA’s strategic plan and that recently passed Illinois legislation calls for a study on – supporting travelers from households with low incomes by creating an income-based fare subsidy. If we were to do this, we’d want to make sure it is fully funded, and we also know that we want to minimize the burden for both riders and the transit operators in administering it – so we are also thinking about how we could partner with existing benefit providers (like SNAP or Medicaid) to bundle eligibility.But these kind of subsidies aren’t the only reforms that we think could help affordability. WE could also move to a structure of “fare capping”, where riders can “buy in” to a weekly or monthly pass. And we could do this across the system – helping advance our integration ideas too.And, we could improve on the subsidy programs that currently exist. One of those is the patchwork of programs for youth – there are opportunities to make that into a more easily accessible and easier to use unified youth subsidy.



• Service frequency
• System accessibility
• Public funding levels required

Related strategies that 
cut across PART topics

Increase visible staff presence
• Support existing and new programs (e.g., transit ambassadors)
• Facilitate stronger partnerships with human services providers

Strengthen two-way rider to operator communication
• Leverage existing and new mobile applications
• Increase data sharing and reporting on key issues

Invest in physical infrastructure that improves the rider 
experience
• Invest in lighting in and around stations and bus stops
• Increase access to public restrooms for system users

Monitor transit safety and security strategies in peer metros
• Learn from current and emerging strategies that could be implemented 

here in the region

Safety, Security, & Cleanliness
DRAFT – FOR DELIBERATION

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
DANIELStaff presenceTwo-way rider communicationRecently passed legislation is going to require additional data reporting on this frontPhysical infrastructureAnd, learning from what our peers are doing – such as the RTA’s proposed “safety summit” on these topics



How to pay for it

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
New revenue required – not a situation that can be cut out of



Inflation-adjusted state and local revenues to service boards, 2007-2022
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Proposed investment 
packages



Three levels of investment

Strategies that do not require net new resources

Minimum viable Meaningful investment

Pa
ck

ag
es

Transformational change

Ba
se

lin
e

Addresses “the gap”

Operating: $500M
Capital: $50M (one-time)

Addresses “the gap” and 
makes additional system 

improvements

Operating: $1.5B
Capital: $220M (one-time) +

$400M+ (annual)

Addresses “the gap” and 
makes significant system 

improvements

Operating: $1B
Capital: $220M (one-time) + 

$200M (annual)
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Package: ~$1.5B in new public funds + ~$200M in savings/fares

Transformational investment
What we could get
• Close the gap
• Investment in frequent/reliable service
• Full fare/transfer integration, with connections to 

complementary systems*
• Low-income subsidy + free transit for youth
• Bus priority and BRT investments*
• New transit staff at DOTs
• On- & off-system accessibility enhancements*
• Improved wayfinding + real-time information*
• Integrated dial-a-rides
• Transit ambassadors and staff capacity
• Accelerated station renewals*
• Improved restroom access*
• “Regional rail” investments (ambitious)*
• Transit service and incentives to support TOD*
• Low-/no-cost planning & process improvements

Baseline actions $535
Increased state support for paratransit $220
Fully fund existing state reduced fare mandates $85
Remove state service fee on RTA sales tax $30
System contributions: contain cost growth and increase fares $200

Diminishing or stopgap sources $645
Raise RTA sales tax in region by 0.25% (including base expansion) $545
Raise tolls on existing Tollway facilities (excluding trucks) ~$100

DRAFT – FOR DELIBERATION

Dollars in 
millionsHow to pay for it

* Note: Requires $220M in one-time and $400M+ in annual capital funds

Durable sources $540
Expand sales tax base, lower state rate – broad selection of services $315
New sales tax state match flowing through existing formulas (broad) $95
Expand commercial parking tax in transit-rich areas $65
In-region vehicle registration surcharge (+$10/car) $65

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
MMMore reliance on diminishing sources. Raising the RTA sales tax rate in combination with a sales tax base expansion would provide funds that are critically needed to avoid financial collapse of the transit system. However, as more appropriate sources are identified and implemented, this temporary sales tax increase can sunset. Similarly, increasing tolls for passenger cars and dedicating them to transit provides the funds needed in the near-term, while other solutions that provide greater nexus with road usage and congestion management—road usage charges—should be explored over time.



Package: ~$1B in new public funds + ~$200M in savings/fares

What we could get
• Close the gap
• Investment in frequent/reliable service (reduced)
• Full fare/transfer integration, with connections to 

complementary systems (reduced)*
• Low-income subsidy + unified youth discounts
• Bus priority and BRT investments (reduced)*
• New transit staff at DOTs
• Accessibility enhancements (reduced)*
• Improved wayfinding + real-time information*
• Integrated dial-a-rides
• Transit ambassadors (reduced)
• Accelerated station renewals (reduced)*
• “Regional rail” investments (some corridors)*
• Incentives for TOD on public assets*
• Low-/no-cost planning & process improvements

Diminishing or stopgap sources $135
In-region MFT surcharge (+5c/gallon) $135

DRAFT – FOR DELIBERATION

Dollars in 
millionsHow to pay for it

Meaningful change

Baseline actions $425
Increased state support for paratransit (cover half of annual costs) $110
Fully fund existing state reduced fare mandates $85
Remove state service fee on RTA sales tax $30
System contributions: contain cost growth and increase fares $200

Durable sources $650
Expand sales tax base, lower state rate – broad selection of services $315
New sales tax state match flowing through existing formulas (broad) $95
Increased support for paratransit (cover second half of annual costs) $110
Expand commercial parking tax in transit-rich areas $65
In-region vehicle registration surcharge (+$10/car) $65

* Note: Requires $220M in one-time and $200M in annual capital funds



Capital investments needed for improvements

Minimum viable
related capital costs

Annual: $0
One-time: $50 million

Meaningful change
related capital costs

Annual: $200 million
One-time: $220 million

Transformational 
investment

related capital costs

Annual: $400 million+
One-time: $220 million

DRAFT – FOR DELIBERATION

Short-term capital options
MFT surcharge (+5c/gallon) $135
MFT surcharge (+10c/gallon) $270
Flex IDOT federal funds to transit capital (low) $100
Flex IDOT federal funds to transit capital (high) $150
Raise tolls on existing Tollway facilities 30% (+ trucks) $450
Raise tolls on existing Tollway facilities 30% (- trucks) $180

Dollars in 
millions Med-/long-term capital options

Road Usage Charge – MFT replacement varies
Road Usage Charge – congestion pricing varies
Toll IDOT freeways varies
Introduce CBD cordon (NYC model/$12) up to $765
Introduce CBD cordon (London model/$24) up to $1,300
Financialize future carbon policies varies

Dollars in 
millions

Intermediate & long-term solution sets



How to 
implement it

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
AIMEE 



Need for 
governance 
reform?

Identify current and historic challenges: past reports, 
stakeholder interviews, problem statements

Explore solutions: case studies, research, surveys

Draft reform options: recommendations and 
governance models

Refine and finalize recommendations:
steering committee, CMAP Board, MPO

We are here

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Reminder: the SC was sent pre-read materials outlining how to implement it's approach to identifying and substantiating governance reform recommendations



Baseline governance elements
• New method of funding allocation to better align with regional goals
• Some greater level of centralization for certain functions (e.g. fare 

policy)
• Need to introduce regional perspectives on the regional governing 

board(s) to reduce the parochial view of transit issues
• Need to provide avenues for local input
• Need to revisit the 50% fare recovery ratio requirement, lessen the 

requirement or replace with another metric
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The transit system is a combination of 
many different functions

Service
planning, operating, 

and standards

Capital
construction, 

planning, and debt

Administrative
procurement, 

communication

Funding
Operational, farebox 

recovery ratio Other/potential 
future roles

real estate, micro-mobility 
integration, tolling, etc.Fare policy

Affordability, 
intermodal transfers

DRAFT – FOR DELIBERATION
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AIMEE



Different functions can fall along a spectrum

Service planning

Service operating

Operational funding

Fare policy

Capital planning

Capital construction

Procurement

Communications

Independent operators Regional entity

DRAFT – FOR DELIBERATION
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AIMEE



Spectrum of options

• Minimize role of RTA

• Status quo

• Keep structure the same, but address funding allocations

• Stronger regional coordinating agency and keep service boards

• Integrate service boards into one regional agency

DRAFT – FOR DELIBERATION
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AIMEE



Summary: options to advance and evaluate
Option B1: Stronger Coordinating Agency

• Centralize financial stewardship
• Centralize fare policy and
• Prioritize capital funding

Option B2: Network Manager
• Same as B1 +
• Centralize capital planning for state of good repair & expansion projects
• Centralize service planning functions related to prioritizing markets and setting 

performance standards

Option C2: Integrated agency with subcommittees
Option C3: Unified agency with modal operating units

DRAFT – FOR DELIBERATION



Stronger coordinating agency

Each agency is 
responsible for its own:
• HR & admin
• Selection of agency 

executive
• Pension
• Procurement
• Communications
• Budgeting
• Labor negotiations 

(where applicable)

Regional entity

CTA Metra Pace

Service 
planning

Service 
planning

Service 
planning

Capital 
planning

Capital 
planning

Capital 
planning

Transit 
operating

Transit 
operating

Transit 
operating

Fare policy

Financial stewardship

Capital funding

Strategic planning

RTA entity board + agency executive

CTA Board + 
agency executive

Metra Board + 
agency executive

Pace Board + 
agency executive

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Regional entity strengthened by the following:Responsible for leading fare policyMore purview in allocating capital funding to reflect regional prioritiesMore financial stewardship oversight of the service boardsThe service boards focus most on transit operations, service planning, and capital planningUnder this structure, existing "corporate" responsibilities are overseen by each transit agency individually (gray box)



Regional entity

Regional network manager

CTA Metra Pace

Daily service 
decisions

Transit 
operating

Fare policy

Financial 
stewardship

Capital funding

Funding 
allocation

Capital planning

Regional service 
planning

Transit 
operating

Transit 
operating

Daily service 
decisions

Daily service 
decisions

Each agency is responsible 
for its own:
• HR & admin
• Selection of agency 

executive
• Pension
• Procurement
• Communications
• Budgeting
• Labor negotiations 

(where applicable)

RTA entity board + agency executive

CTA Board + 
agency executive

Metra Board + 
agency executive

Pace Board + 
agency executive

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Regional entity further strengthened by the following:Leadership in capital planning (new)More authority to allocate operational funding (new)Conducts regional service planning and coordination (new)Responsible for leading fare policyPurview in allocating capital funding to reflect regional prioritiesMore financial stewardship oversight of the service boardsThe service boards focus primarily on transit operations and day-to-day service planning decisionsLike the other structure, existing "corporate" responsibilities are overseen by each transit agency individually (gray box)



Integrated agency with committees

Regional entity

Metra
Transit operations, daily 

service decisions

Service committee

CTA
Transit operations, daily 

service decisions

Pace
Transit operations, daily 

service decisions

Paratransit, On Demand
Transit operations, daily 

service decisions

Service committee Service committee Service committee

Regional transit functions:
• Fare policy
• Financial stewardship
• Capital planning
• Capital funding
• Service planning
• Strategic planning

Regional corporate functions
• HR & admin
• Selection of agency executive
• Pensions
• Procurement
• Communications
• Labor negotiations

RTA entity board + agency executive

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
In this model, the service boards become operating units within one regional agencyThey focus exclusively on day-to-day service deliveryThe regional agency is responsible for all other transit and corporate functions The agency is overseen by one regional board, and the operating units are represented by committeesWhile this model would require immense governance reforms, maintaining the current geographic and modal divisions provides a level of familiarity 



Regional entity

Regional board + agency executive

Rail
Transit operations, day-to-

day service planning

Bus
Transit operations, day-to-

day service planning

Paratransit, On 
Demand

Transit operations, day-to-
day service planning

Regional transit functions
• Fare policy
• Financial stewardship
• Capital planning
• Capital funding
• Service planning
• Strategic planning

Regional corporate functions
• HR & admin
• Selection of agency executive
• Pensions
• Procurement
• Communications
• Labor negotiations

Unified new entity

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
In this model, an entirely new structured is imaginedOperating units become bus, rail, and paratransitUnits focus exclusively on day-to-day service deliveryThe regional agency is responsible for all other transit and corporate functions The transit system is fully centralized under one board



Next Steps:

Continue outreach: Focus Groups, Counties, COG/COM,MMC 

Finalize Packages Improvement + Funding Packages
Narrow Governance options and continue developing

Board/MPO Policy Committee: September 13, October 11 



Thank you!
Visit cmap.is/PART for information and resources. 

If you have any questions, please contact Laura 
Wilkison at lwilkison@cmap.illinois.gov.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
LAURA

mailto:lwilkison@cmap.illinois.gov
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